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Abstract 
 

In this paper a new effect operation on Hexagonal Fuzzy number is defined where the methods of operation 
has been modified with some conditions and   using  this   we  convert   the  fuzzy  valued transportation 
problem (cost, supply and demand appearing as octagonal fuzzy numbers) to a crisp valued transportation 
problem, which then can be solved using the MODI Method. We have proved that the optimal value for a fuzzy 
transportation problem and the main aim of this paper is to introduce a new operation for addition, 
subtraction and multiplication of Hexagonal Fuzzy number on the basis of alpha cut sets of fuzzy numbers. 
 

  Keywords:  Fuzzy set, Fuzzy arithmetic, Hexagonal  fuzzy numbers, Function principles, Fuzzy Transportation 
Problem. 

 

1. Introduction 

 In this paper, We consider a Transportation  model for each source to each destination such 
that the total transportation cost is  a fuzzy number and level of supply at each source and the amount of 
demand at each destination  is assumed a fuzzy decision variable.  The objective is to find optimum value of the 
objective with minimum total cost of the system.    
 The transportation problem is a special case of linear programming problem, which enable us 
to determine the optimum shipping patterns between origins and destinations. Suppose that there are m origins 
and n destinations. The solution of the problem will enable us to determine the number of units to be 
transported from a particular origin to a particular destination so that the cost incurred is least or the time taken 
is least or the profit obtained is maximum. Let ai be the number of units of a product available at origin i, 
and bj  be the number of units of the product required at destination j.    Let cij be the cost of transporting one 
unit from origin i to destination j and let xij be the amount of quantity transported or shipped from origin i to 
destination j. A fuzzy transportation problem is a transportation problem in which the transportation costs, 
supply and demand quantities are fuzzy quantities.   

A ranking using α-cut is introduced on octagonal fuzzy numbers. Using this ranking the fuzzy 
transportation problem is converted to a crisp valued problem, which  can  be  solved  using  VAM  for  
initial  solution  and  MODI for  optimal solution.    The optimal solution can be got either as a fuzzy 
number or as a crisp number. 
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2.  PRELIMINARIES 
2.1 Definition: Fuzzy set(FS) 

A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set �� on the real line R, must have atleast the following properties [21] 

�� : R            [0,1]  and �� , when the problem of acceptance ( membership of the objectives, the fuzzy sets can be 
used  as a more general tool for describing uncertainty. 

 
2.2. Definition: 
 
 Triangular fuzzy Number 
 
A fuzzy number Z  is a triangular fuzzy number denoted by a�,, a�,, a�, wherea�,, a�,, a�, are real numbers and its 
membership function is given below: (a�,, a�,, a�,,) 

 
δ 
z� = { 

���,

��,���,
for a�, 

≤ Z ≤ a�,, 
��,��

��,���,
fora� ≤ z ≤ a�  

0 for otherwise} 
 

Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number 
 
Let Z = (a�,, a�,, a�,, a�,) is said to be trapezoidal fuzzy number if its membership function is given by where 
a�, ≤  a�, ≤ a�, ≤ a�, 

� 
�� = {o for z<�� ,  
����,

��,���,
for �� ≤ � ≤ �� , 1 for �� ≤ � ≤ �� , 

���

��,���,
for �� ≤ � ≤ �� ,0 for z>�� }    

Graphical representation of a normal triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy value for Z∈[0,1]. 
 
2.1.3.Definition:  
 A triangular fuzzy value of the supply rate and the demand  rate  denoted by � ! and "! is defined as � != (�#,B, 
$%) for (L,R) ∈ (0, 0.5, 1), where 
(1) �# is bounded continuous over [ 0, 0.5, 1] 
(2) $ is a bounded continuous over the same level. 
(3) $%  is a bounded continuous over [1,0.5, 0 ] 

If [0,1] then the triangular fuzzy number is called a normal fuzzy number. Here �# represents a fuzzy in which 
L is the minimum value that a fuzzy number takes on whenever a normal  fuzzy  number is shown by �# for 
convenience, and    $% represents a maximum value. 

(�#,B, $%) = { 
����

�����
  ,1, 

����

�����
  }  =  {  

��&�

&��&�
,1, 

µ���

µ��µ�
} 

are convex functions. 
2.1.4.  Definition: 
 Let � !(�� , ��, ��) , "'!( "� , "�, "�) be two fuzzy triangular fuzzy number if  � ! is equivalent to "'! . In this 
model the group of supply rate  are equivalent to the  demand rate  only if  ��  ≅   "� ,  ��  ≅   "� , ��  ≅   "� . 
 
2.1.5.  Definition: 
Convex set of ∝- cut: 
The set of supply rate � ! and demand rate  "'! are approximately known and it can be  presented by convex sets. 
*� +

 (� ! α1 –(1-� !) α2) min { *� +
 (α1), *� +

 (α2)} *� +
  is its membership ∝� ,∝�∈ *� +

 and  *� +
∈ ,0,1/.  

 

3.  Hexagonal fuzzy numbers 
Two relevant classes of fuzzy numbers, which are frequently used in practical purposes so far, 

are “triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers”. In this paper we introduce hexagonal fuzzy numbers which 
is much useful in solving fuzzy transportation problem. 
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3.1. Definition: An hexagonal fuzzy number denoted by   � 1 is defined to be the ordered quadruple 
��21=(L,M,N,O) and 34[0,1] where 

(i) M is a bounded left continuous non decreasing function over [0,0.5],  
(ii) L is a bounded left continuous non decreasing function over [0.5, 1 ]    
(iii) L - O     is bounded left t o  r i g h t  continuous non increasing function  

      Over [1,1] 

(iv) O   is  bounded  left  continuous  non  increasing  function  over  [1,0.5]  

(v) N   is bounded left  continuous non increasing function over[0.5,0] 

 

 

Remark 3.2: ��21=(L,M,N,O) hexagonal fuzzy number is divided into two types of trapezoidal number 

by MN shape trapezoidal fuzzy number and LO shape trapezoidal fuzzy number.  
  Definition 3 .3: A fuzzy number     ��21  is a  hexagonal  fuzzy number  

denoted by  ��21 (a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,) where a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6 are real numbers  
and its membership function  *� 5

 (z) is given below 
 
 
        0                       for   z<�� 

  *� 5
 (z)  =  

     
�
�����

�
��  67� �
               for    �� ≤ � ≤ �� 

                                                            

                                               ( 
�

�
+  

�

�



����

��6��
� )    for  �� ≤ � ≤ �� 

     1        for   �� ≤ � ≤ �� 

                                                       1- 
�

�


����  �


�9���  �
    for �� ≤ � ≤ �: 

                                                        
�

�


�;  ���


�;  ��9�
          for    �: ≤ � ≤ �<  

                                                                  0                         for z> �< 
 

 
Remark 3.4: The hexagonal fuzzy number (a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,)  reduces to the trapezoidal number 
(a1,a2,a5,a6,) and it reduces to the trapezoidal number (a2,a3,a4,a5) . 

 
Remark 3.5: According to the above mentioned definition, hexagonal fuzzy number     ��21    is  the  
ordered  quadruple    (L,M,N,O) and 34[0,1] 

L= ( 
�

�
+ 

�

�



����

��6��
� )   ,  M= 

�
�����

�
��  67� �
    , N =    

�

�


�;  ���


�;  ��9�
     ,  O= 1 − 

�

�


����  �


�9���  �
      

 
Remark 3.6. : Membership functions *� 5

 (z)   are continuous functions. 
 
 

Remark 3.7. : Here ��21  represents a fuzzy number in which “3” is the maximum membership  value  
that  a  fuzzy  number  takes  on.  Whenever  a  normal  fuzzy number is meant, the fuzzy number is 
shown by  ��  , for convenience.    
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Definition 3.8. : If    ��21   be an hexagonal fuzzy number, then the α-cut of  ��21    
 [��21]α = {x/��21 ≥ 3 }={  L= ( 

�

�
+ 

�

�



����

��67�
� )   ,  M=  

�
�����

�
��  67� �
   , N =   

�

�
+ 

�

�


�;  ���


�;  ��9�
     ,  

E=   
�

�


�;  ���


�;  ��9�
 }                    

Remark 3.9. : The h e x agonal fuzzy number is convex as their α-cuts are convex sets in the 
classical sense. 

 

Remark 3 . 1 0 .  : The collection of all h exagonal fuzzy real numbers from R to I  
denoted as 

R3(I) and α = 1 , then the collection of normal fuzzy h e x a g o n a l R(I).Graphical 
representation of a normal hexagonal fuzzy number for α=0.5 
 
Working Rule I: 
Using interval arithmetic given by Kaufmann A, [10] we obtain α-cuts, α ∊ (0, 1],  
addition, subtraction and multiplication of two hexagonal numbers as follows: 
4.2 Operations of Hexagonal Fuzzy numbers : 

 
Following are the three operations that can be performed on hexagonal fuzzy numbers, 
Suppose   ��1

  = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) and   $'1= (b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6) are two hexagonal 
fuzzy numbers then 

 

•   Addition :    ��1 (+)$'1= (a1 + b1, a2 + b2 , a3 + b3  , a4 + b4 , a5 + b5 ,  

                                                  a6 + b6 ) 
•   Subtraction:   ��1 (−)$'1= (a1 - b1, a2 - b2 , a3 - b3  , a4 - b4 , a5 - b5 ,  
                                                         a6 - b6 ) 
•   Multiplication:  ��1 (∗)$'1 =  (t1,t2,t3,t4,, t5, t6) 

Where 
t1 = minimum { a1b1, a1b6,b1 a6,a6b6,a3b4,a4b3} ; 
t2= minimum { a2b2,a2b3,a3b2,a3b3,a1b2,a2b1} ; 
t3 = minimum { a4b4,a4b5,a5b4,a5b5,a5b6,a6b5} and 
t4 = maximum { a4b4,a4b5,a5b4,a5b5,a5b6,a6b5}  
t5= maximum { a2b2,a2b3,a3b2,a3b3,a1b2,a2b1} ; 
t6 = maximum { a1b1, a1b6,b1 a6,a6b6,a3b4,a4b3} . 

 
4.3.  α-cut of an hexagonal fuzzy number: The α-cut of a normal hexagonal fuzzy number     ��21 
= (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) given by α ∊ (0, 1] is : 

    using  the concept of  –cut method where α=0.5 

     
L3=[2 (�� − ��  )+  + �� , -2  (a6- a5)+ a6] for α ∊ (0,0.5) 

U3=[2  (�� − ��  )- �� +2��  , −2  (a5- a4)+2 a5 - a4)] for α ∊ (0.5,1] 

 
b) Addition of h e x agonal fuzzy Numbers: Let  ��21   =(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) and    $'21= (b1, b2, 

b3, b4, b5, b6) be two hexagonal fuzzy numbers. To calculate addition of fuzzy numbers      and      we first 

add the α–cuts of      and      using interval arithmetic. 
��21+$'21= [L3    ,     U3]  
L3 = min [2 (�� −  ��  )+  �� , -2  (a6- a5)+ a6]+ [2 ("� −  "�  )+   "� , -2    

                    (b6- b5)+ b6]  for α ∊ [0,0.5) 
U3  =max{ [2  (�� − ��  )- �� +2��  , −2  (a5- a4)+2 a5 - a4)]+ [2  ("� − "�  )- "�  

                       +2"�  , −2  (b5- b4)+2 b5 - b4)]  for α ∊ (0.5,1] 
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c) Subtraction of two hexagonal fuzzy numbers: Let    ��21 = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) and   $'21 = (b1, b2, 
b3, b4, b5, b6,) be two h exagonal fuzzy numbers.    To calculate subtraction of fuzzy numbers and we 
first subtract the α–cuts of ��21  and $'21  using interval arithmetic. 

��21 − $'21  = [L3    ,     U3]    where 
L3 = min[[2 (�� − ��  )+  �� , -2  (a6- a5)+ a6]- [2 ("� −  "�  )+   "� , -2    

                    (b6- b5)+ b6]  for α ∊ [0,0.5) 
U3  =max{   [2  (�� − ��  )- �� +2��  , −2  (a5- a4)+2 a5 - a4)]- [2  ("� − "�  )- "�  

                       +2"�  , −2  (b5- b4)+2 b5 - b4)]  for α ∊ (0.5,1] 

 

L                                  �
 

d) Multiplication of two hexagonal fuzzy numbers: Let    ��21  = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6)  and  $'21  = 
(b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6) be two hexagonal fuzzy numbers.    To calculate multiplication of fuzzy 

numbers   ��21    and  $'21    we first multiply the α–cuts of   ��21    and   $'21    using interval 
arithmetic.where 

��21. $'21  = [L3    ,     U3]    where 
L3 = min[2 (�� − ��  )+  �� , -2  (a6- a5)+ a6]* [ 2 ("� − "�  )+   "� , 

 -2 (b6- b5)+ b6]for α ∊ [0,0.5) 

U3=max{ [2  (�� − ��  )- �� +2��  , −2  (a5- a4)+2 a5 - a4)]* [2  ("� − "�  )- "�  

                       +2"�  , −2  (b5- b4)+2 b5 - b4)]  for α ∊ (0.5,1] 

5.  Robust Ranking Technique 
 

Decision making is the procedure to find the best alternatives among a set of feasible alternatives and 
also ranking them as their priorities. Under a fuzzy environment, fuzzy multi criteria decision making need fuzzy 
numbers system to express the expert's opinions since these opinions are linguistic values as excellent, very 
good, good, bad and so on. These linguistic values need to any fuzzy numbers to evaluate their calculations as 
interval, triangle and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers as used before on most of fuzzy multi criteria decision making 
problems. 

Roubust ranking technique which satisfy compensation,linearity, and additivity properties and provides results 
which are contains real life intuitionistic fuzzy. If C is a fuzzy number then the Roubust ranking technique is defined by 

R(Ã) =C
�

�

�

D
(� !+"'! ) d∝  where  (� ! , "'! )  is the  ∝  level cut of the fuzzy number   Ã and  (� ! , "'! 

) = {((b-a)+a),(d-(d-c)   )}  

In this paper we use this method for ranking the objective values. The Roubast ranking index R(ã) 
gives the representative value of fuzzy number  Ã.

L                             
 

5.1.1. Ranking of hexagonal fuzzy numbers [3] 
 

The parametric methods of comparing fuzzy numbers, especially in fuzzy decision making theory are more 
efficient than non-parametric methods. Cheng’s centroid   point   method[6],   Chu   and   Tsao’s   method[7],   
Abbasbandy   and Assady’s [1] sign-distance method was all non-parametric and was applicable only for 
normal fuzzy numbers. The non-parametric methods for comparing fuzzy numbers have some drawbacks in 
practice. 
 

Definition: �EF  is scaling of fuzzy number  defined by  Sα�E ∶F  Rω(I) → R+
Which assigns non-

negative real number Sα�EF  that express the measure of  �EF  
 

SαH
�EF= 


�√�

I
� C 
M + N�LM + 


�√�

I
� C 
N + O �

P

Q

R

S
du   

          =3√3/4   [( a1+ a3+ a6 )k+( a2 + a4+ a5)(1-k  )]                            where 0<k<1 
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Remark 5 .1: Consider the trapezoidal number (a1 b a3 a4 c  a6)                                       
got from the 

above hexagonal number by equating  

( a2 =b,a5=c)α=0and 1The Scaling of the normal fuzzy trapezoidal number is given by 

S0
tra 

 �EF  =
 
( 1/2�[( a₁+2 b+ a3+  a4+2c+ a6 )   

       
 

When a2 coincides with a3 and a4 coincides with a6 it reduces to trapezoidal fuzzy  

        number, which is given by      a1+a2+a3+a4=a3+a4+a5+a6   then the scaling of an hexagonal number is 
the same for any value of 3 (0<  3 <1). 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Remark 5.3: 
L3=[2 (�� − ��  )+  + �� , -2  (a6- a5)+ a6] for α ∊ (0,0.5) 

U3=[2  (�� − ��  )- �� +2��  , −2  (a5- a4)+2 a5 - a4)] for α ∊ (0.5,1] 

             
 α  be  an  arb i t rary hexagonal  fuzzy number  and  at decision level higher than “α” and 

α ∊ [0,1], the value    S0
hex 

 �EF   
assigned to 

�EF  

Remark 5.4: If    �1F  and    �1 ′F   are two hexagonal fuzzy numbers and H,H’∈    [0, 1], then we have: 

1. �1F ≤ �1 ′F  ⇔ ∀ 3 ∈ 
0,1�,Z2
1(�1F �  ≤ Z2

1(�1′F � 
2. �1F = �1 ′F  ⇔ ∀ 3 ∈ 
0,1�,Z2

1(�1F � = Z2
1(�1′F � 

3. �1F ≥ �1 ′F  ⇔ ∀ 3 ∈ 
0,1�,Z2
1(�1F �  ≥ Z2

1(�1′F �  
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Remark 5.5: If α is close to one, the pertaining decision is called a “high level decision”, in which case 
only parts of the two fuzzy numbers, with membership values between “α” and “1”, will be compared. 
Likewise, if   “α” is close to zero, the pertaining decision is referred to as a “low level decision”, 
since members with membership values lower than both the fuzzy numbers are involved in the 
comparison. 

 
6. Mathematical formulation of a Fuzzy Transportation Problem 
 
Consider the following fuzzy transportation problem (FTP) having fuzzy costs, fuzzy sources and fuzzy 
demands, 
(FTP) Minimize z =  Z2

1
A\]
F  ^\] _ ), ̂ \]_ ∈X 

Subject to 
∑ , ^
1�, ^\]_
2�, ^\]_
3�, ^\]_
4�/ a

bc� =[�\d (1), �\d (2), �\d (3), �\d (4)] 
 for i= 1,2,………m 
∑ , ^
1�, ^\]_
2�, ^\]_
3�, ^\]_
4�/ a

ec� =["(1), "\
f (2), "\

f (3), "\
f (4)]  for j = 1,2,…….n 

 
  
 The given fuzzy transportation is called balanced TP if  ∑g

ec� ai=∑a
� bj if the total fuzzy available is equal to 

fuzzy   requirement  .  
 

6.1. FUZZY RESEARCH: 
 
 

Destination FD1 FD2   

 

FDn ai 

Sources 
FS1 ^��_  

      A��_   
^��_   

A��_  
^�a_  

A�a_  
��_ 

FS2 

                    

^��_      

A��_  

 

 

^��_   

    A��_   
^�a_  

A�a_  
��_  

FSn ^g�_  
 Ag�_  

^g�_   
  Ag�_  

^ga_  
Aga_  

�g_  

bj "�
f  "�

F       "a
F ∑g

ec� ai=∑a
� bj 

 
Consider transportation with m fuzzy origins (rows) and n fuzzy destinations (col.). Let  h\]F=[ 
h\]F (1), h\]F (2), h\]F (3), h\]F (4)] be the cost of transporting one unit of the product from ith fuzzy origins to jthfuzzy 
destination 
 ai=[�\d (1), �\d (2), �\d (3), �\d (4)]  
be the quantity of commodity available at fuzzy origin i, 
 bi=["(1), "\

f (2), "\
f (3), "\

f (4)] 
 be the quantity of commodity requirement at fuzzy destination j. 
 
 ^\]_= [ ^(1), ^\]_ (2), ^\]_ (3), ^\]_ (4)] is quantity transported from ith fuzzy origin to jth fuzzy destination.  

 
6.2. Procedure for Solving Fuzzy Transportation Problem 
 

We shall present a solution to fuzzy transportation problem involving shipping cost, customer 
demand and availability of products from the producers using hexagonal fuzzy numbers. 

 
Step 1: First convert the cost, demand and supply values which are all hexagonal fuzzy numbers into 
crisp values by using the  defined by (Definition 3.3) in Section 3. 
Step 2: [9] we solve the transportation problem with crisp values by using the VAM procedure to get 
the initial solution and then the MODI Method to get the optimal solution and obtain the allotment table. 
 
Remark  5.1:  A  solution  to  any  transportation  problem  will  contain  exactly (m+n-1) basic 
feasible solutions.    The allotted value should be some positive integer  or  zero,  but  the  solution  
obtained  may  be  an  integer  or  non-integer, because the original problem involves fuzzy numbers 
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whose values are real numbers.    If  crisp  solution  is  enough  the  solution  is  complete  but  if  fuzzy 
solution is required go to next step. 
 
Step 3: Determine the locations of nonzero basic feasible solutions in transportation table.    There must 
be atleast one basic cell in each row and one in each column of the transportation table.    Also the 
m+n-1 basic cells should not contain a cycle.    Therefore, there exist some rows and columns which 
have only one  basic  cell.    By  starting  from  these  cells,  we  calculate  the  fuzzy  basic solutions, 
and continue until (m+n-1) basic solutions are obtained. 
 
6.3.Numerical Example  

 
Consider the following fuzzy transportation problem.According to the definition of an hexagonal fuzzy number 
Ã, the scaling of Ã is calculated as 

 Shex
 

 �EF=  3√3/4   [(a1+a2+ a6)3 + (a3 +a4+a5)(1-3)]        where 0≤   3 ≤  1 

 
Step 1:    Convert the given fuzzy problem into a crisp value problem by using the scaling given by 
Definition 3.3 in Section 3.This problem is done by taking the value of 3 as 0.3, we obtain  

values of Shex(cij     ), S
hex(aij   ) and  Shex(bij    ) as 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and supplies are 

 

��_. =  
1,3,5,6,7,8� S
hex(��_)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(1+3+8)+0.7(5+6+7)]=21.044 

��_ =  
−2, −1,0,1,2,3� S
hex(��_)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(-2-1+3)+0.7(0+1+2))=2.7279 

��_= (5,6,8,10,12,13) S
hex(��_)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(5+6+13)+0.7(8+10+12))=36.6328 

 

  DESTINATION SUPPLY 

-1,0,1,2,3,4 0,1,2,3,4,5 8,9,10,11,12,
13 

4,5,6,7,8,9 1,3,5,6,7,8 

-2,-1,0,1,2,3 -3,-2,-1,0,1,2 2,4,5,6,7,8 -3,-1,0,1,2,4 -2,-1,0,1,2,3 
2,3,4,5,6,7 3,6,7,8,9,10 11,12,14,15,

16,17 
5,6,8,9,10,11 5,6,8,10,12,13 

 
 
4,5,6,7,8,9 

 
1,2,3,5,6,7 

 
0,1,2,3,4,5 

 
-1,0,1,2,3,4 

 

C11 =       (-1,0,1,2,3,4) S
hex(C11)=3√3 4⁄ (0.3(-1+0+4)+0.7(1+2+3)]=6.6 

 

C12 =(0,1,2,3,4,5)  S
hex(C12)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(0+1+5)+0.7(2+3+4)]=10.5 

C13 =(8,9,10, 11,12,13) S
hex(C13)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(8+9+13)+0.7(10+11+12)=31.1769 

  C14 = (4, 5,6,7,8,9) S
hex(C14)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(4+5+9)+0.7(6+7+8)]=26.1106 

C21 =(-2,-1,0,1,2,3) S
hex(C21)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(-2-1+3)+0.7(0+1+2)=2.7279 

C22 =(3,-2,-1,0,1,2) S
hex(C22)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(3-2+2)+0.7(-1+0+1)]=1.169 

C23 =((2,4,5,6,7,8) S
hex(C23 )= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(2+4+8)+0.7(5+6+7)]=21.8238 

C24 =(-3,-1,0,1,2,4) S
hex(C24)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(-3-1+4)+0.7(0+1+2)]=2.7279 

C31 =((23,4,5,6,7) S
hex(C31)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(2+3+7)+0.7(4+5+6)]=18.31643729 

C32 =(3,6,7,8,9,10) S
hex(C32)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(3+6+10)+0.7(7+8+9)=29.228 

C33 

=(11,12,14,15,16,17) 

S
hex(C33)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(11+12+17)+0.7(14+15+16)]=56.508 

C34 =(5,6,8,9,10,11) S
hex(C34)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(5+6+11)+0.7(8+9+10)]=33.125 

DEMAND 

S
O

U
R

C
E
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and demand are 

 
"�
f = 
4,5,6,7, 8,9� S

hex("�
f )= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(4+5+9)+0.7(6+7+8)]=26.3106 

"�
F = (1,2,3,5,6,7) S

hex("�
F)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(1+2+7)+0.7(3+5+6)]=16.7276 

"�
F = ((0,1,2,3,4,5) S

hex("�
F)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(0+1+5)+0.7(2+3+4)]=10.7222 

"�
F = ((−1,0,1,2,3,4) S

hex("�
F)= 3√3 4⁄ (0.3(-1+0+4)+0.7(1+2+3)]=6.725 

 
Remark 6.1: In the above problem since condition  satisfied by all the h e x agonal numbers (cost, 
supply and demand), for any value of 3 we will get the same table as below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEMAN
D 

DESTINATION  
SUPPLY 

6.6 
 

10.5 31.2 26.1 21.1 

2.7 1.2 21.8 2.7 2.7 

18.3 29.2 56.5 
 33.1 36.6 

26.3 16.7 10.7 6.7  

 

Step 2: Using VAM procedure we obtain the initial solution as 

 

 10.4(+) 10.7(-)  

  (+) 2.7(-) 

26.3 6.3(-)  (+)4 
 

which is not an optimal solution. 
 13.1(-) 8(-)  

  (-)2.7 + 

26.3 3.6(+)  (+)6.7 

 

 
Hence by using the MODI method we shall improve the solution and get the optimal solution as 
 

 
 10.4 10.7  

   2.7 

26.33 6.3  4 
       Step  4 : Now using the allotment rules, the solution of the optimal fuzzy 

      transportation problem, X22 = 10.4, X13 = 10.7 , X24 = 2.7 , X31 =26.3 , X32 = 6.3 , X34 = 4, and  the 
total crisp value of the problem is X0 =1247.98 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEMAN
D 

DESTINATION  
SUPPLY 

6.6 
 

10.5 31.2 26.1 21.1 

2.7 1.2 21.8 2.7 2.7 

18.3 29.2 56.5 
 33.1 36.6 

26.3 16.7 10.7 6.7  

 
Step  3:  Now  using  the  allotment  rules,  the  solution  of  the  problem  can  be obtained in the form 
of octagonal fuzzy numbers 
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DEMAN
D 

 
 

 
(,0,1,2,3,4,5) 
(1,2,3,3,3,3) 

 
 

 
(,2,3,4,5,6,7) 
(4,5,6,7,8,9) 

(3,6,7,8,9,10) 
(0,0,0,2,3,4)

 
(4,5,6,7,8,9) 

 
(1,2,3,5,6,7)

 
Therefore the fuzzy opt

^�� =(1,2,3,3,3,3),         
^��=(4,5,6,7,8,9),         

and the fuzzy optimal value of    
problem is Minimum cost
solution. 
 
 
Remark 6.4.1  : When we
transportation problem we g
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEMAN
D 

 
 

 
(0,2,3,5) 
(1,3,3,3) 

 
 

 
(2,4,5,7) 
(4,6,7,9) 

(3,7,8,10) 
(0,0,2,4)

 
(4,6,7,9) 

 
(1,3,5,7)

 
Therefore the fuzzy opt

^�� =(1,3,3,3),         
^��=(4,6,7,9),         ̂��

and the fuzzy optimal value of    
 

And the crisp solution to 
k  1) we obtain the same solut
the crisp value of the optimum fuz
[3], we will get the same v
the problem is solved using

 
Remark 6.5: If the hexagonal
not satisfied, i.e.  a1+a2+

different values of 3 (0 ≤  
Results and discussion: 

Assuming fuzzy number     

fuzzy transportation  cost is 77.5 of

different  values of z can be determined using equation of Z%  experts are in favour is
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DESTINATION  

(,0,1,2,3,4,5) 
(1,2,3,3,3,3) 

 
(8,9,10,11,12,13) 
(0,1,2,3,4,5) 

  
(1,3,5,6,7,8)

 (-3,-1,0,1,2,4) 
 (-2,-1,0,1,2,3) 

 
(-

(3,6,7,8,9,10) 
(0,0,0,2,3,4) 

 
 

 
(5,6,8,9,10,11
)  

 
(5,6,8,10,12,13)

(1,2,3,5,6,7) 
 

(0,1,2,3,4,5) 
 

(-1,0,1,2,3,4)  

optimal solution for the given transportation problem
3,3),          ^��=   ((0,1,2,3,4,5))         ^�� =    (-2,-1,0,1,2,3)

,         ̂ �� =  ((0,0,0,2,3,4),       ^�� =  ((-3,-1,1,1,1,1)) 
lue of    z = (-1     18    37    68    137    206) And the
ost = 77.5.    Also for different values of k (0 <  k <

we convert the hexagonal fuzzy transportation problem
get 

DESTINATION  

(0,2,3,5) 
(1,3,3,3) 

 
(8,10,11,13) 
(0,2,3,5) 

  
(1,5,6,8)

 (-3,0,1,4) 
 (-2,0,1,3) 

 
(-

(3,7,8,10) 
(0,0,2,4) 

 
 

 
(5,8,9,11)  
(-3,,1,1,1) 

 
(5,8,10,13)

(1,3,5,7) 
 

(0,2,3,5) 
 

(-1,1,2,4)  

optimal solution for the given transportation problem
(1,3,3,3),          ^��=   ((0,2,3,5))         ̂�� =    (-2,0,1,3) 

 =  ((0,0,2,4),       ̂�� =  ((-3,1,1,1)) 
lue of    z = (-1        37    68      206) 

 the problem is Minimum cost = 77.5.    Also for dif
solution.  
mum fuzzy transportation cost for the problem is z = 77.5

alue for the variables but the optimal cost will be 77.5
using hexagonal fuzzy numbers we get the optimum cost as 

onal numbers are slightly modified so that the condi
+a3+a4oa3+a4+a5+a6, then for such a problem the
   3 ≤  1)can be easily checked to lie in a finite interv

number     ��21  is a  hexagonal  fuzzy number denoted by 

s 77.5 of

 

z = (-1     18    37    68    137    206) and its memb

different  values of z can be determined using equation of Z%  experts are in favour is
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SUPPLY 

(1,3,5,6,7,8) 

-2,-1,0,1,2,3) 

(5,6,8,10,12,13) 

blem is 
1,0,1,2,3) 

the crisp solution to the 
 1) we obtain the same 

m into trapezoidal fuzzy 

SUPPLY 

(1,5,6,8) 

-2,0,1,3) 

(5,8,10,13) 

blem is 

for different values of k (0   

77.5. If it is solved as in 
77.5. On the other hand if 

ost as 77.5. 

ondition (Equation (3.3)) is 
the optimal solution for 

val. 

  ��21 . The minimum total 

s membership function  *� 5
 (z) at 

different  values of z can be determined using equation of Z%  experts are in favour is given below. 
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        0                       for   z<−1 

  *� 5
 (z)  =  

     
�
��
����

�
�p�
               for    −1 ≤ � ≤ 18 

                                                            

                                               ( 
�

�
+  

�

�



���q

�p
� )    for  18 ≤ � ≤ 37 

     1        for   � = 68 �� 

                                                       1- 
�

�


��<q�


<p�
    for 68 ≤ � ≤ 137 

                                                        
�

�


��r���


<p�
          for    137 ≤ � ≤ 206  

                                                                  0                         for z> 206 
  
 

 
The minimum total fuzzy transportation  cost is 77.5 of z = (-1,18, 37, 68, 137,  206) .The result in (1) can be 
explained (Refer to figure) as follows: 
 

(a)  fuzzy transportation cost lies in [68, 137]. 
(b)  Z% expect are in favour that an transportation cost is 77.5 .  

 
7. Conclusion 
 
In this  paper  a  simple  method  of  solving  fuzzy transportation  problem (supply, demand, and cost are all 
hexagonal fuzzy numbers) were introduced by using ranking of fuzzy numbers. The shipping cost, availability 
at the origins and requirements at the destinations are all hexagonal fuzzy numbers and the solution to the 
problem is given both as a fuzzy number and also as a ranked fuzzy number. Also the membership  fuzzy 
costs are derived. This technique can also be used in solving other types of problems like, project 
schedules,game theory, assignment problems and network flow problems. It also gives us the optimum cost 
which is much lower than, when it is done using trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. 
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